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Hello from Tom

Tearing a tendon while hill walking in January made me think I should have been
stretching more. Stretching our bodies at weekends and tiring ourselves out physically
is important, but equally, so is being stretched and worked hard in our professional
lives. This is where our clients help us.
In my profession, we get our energy and creativity to tackle a project from our
ambitious and enthusiastic clients. As a team, we thrive on the challenge of bringing a
client’s vision to life. To make this happen, the team are constantly stretching each
other with solution based critiques and brainstorms to ensure our professional muscles
are always in good condition.
2020 has brought a fabulous variety of new projects in some beautiful parts of
Scotland. Beginning a new client project is exciting but challenging and can feel like a
restart – taking me back to the bottom of that hill. As my quadricep tendon recovers, I
will focus on regular stretching for myself and the team, helping to build resilience
across our practice. This will prepare us for when projects arrive, so we're nimble and
ready to combat anything.
Tom Robinson

Discover Mid-Century architecture with TRA

Above: TRA design for Mid-Century home with refurb and extention

As we begin work sensitively refurbishing and extending the Mid-Century home owned
by Tom Robinson's parents, Fiona Robinson looks deeper into the history of 1960's
architecture in Scotland.

Read here

Project Showcase: A Baronial country home with wow factor

We were asked to design an extensive family home on an East Renfrewshire hilltop,
set in 12 rural acres complete with ornamental lochan and mature woodland. Read our
case study to discover our approach to, and the final outcome of, this special project.

Read here

People make Thomas Robinson Architects

We're hiring

Meet the team: Tom Robinson

We're looking for a Senior Architect to
join the TRA team.

Get to know the TRA team in our new
Q&A series.

Find out more

Read here

New for 2022
A-Listed Leiper-designed home gets a sensitive
new build neighbour approved
Find out more

Planning granted for lodge on the grounds of
home built for W.W. MacFarlane of MacFarlane
biscuits
Find out more

Fire damaged stone mansion to be restored to
former 18th Century glory
Find out more
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